Toaster Wars: 1-A Discover Robot

A robot has crashed/fallen from the sky and is now in your back yard. It is non-functional, but appears repairable.

1. <suburban neighborhood>  
   <light sound effects: i.e. crickets>

2. <sound effect: very loud crashing sound>

3. <light turns on in upstairs room>

4. <avatar appears outside>  
   "Avatar: What WAS that?"

5a. <avatar investigates>  
5b. <avatar investigates continued.>

6. <avatar discovers a robot amongst space junk, smoke billows from it>  
   "Avatar: Whooooaaaaaaa"

7. <inside avatar’s bedroom>  
   <robot on desk> "Avatar: You may be a little toasty, but I think I can fix you"

8. <this leading into our first hacking problem: reboot the robot>